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Monday December 9: We discussed the sheaf ΩX of regular differential forms on a variety
X , which is sheaf of OX-modules, locally free IFF X is smooth, in which case its rank is
equal to the dimension. We computed several examples: the sheaf on An is freely generated
(on every open set) by dx1, . . . , dxn. On the parabola defined by y = x2 in A2, the elements
dx and dy generate on every open set, and satisfy the relation dy = 2xdx. So, dy can be used
as a generator for the sheaf at every point except the origin, while dx is always a generator
on every open set. On the singular curve defined by x3 + y3 + z3 in A3, the elements dx, dy
and dz always generate but satisfy the relation 3x2dx + 3y2dy + 3z2dz = 0; in particular,
this sheaf is free of rank two except at the origin—for example, on Ux, the elements dy and
dz generate, since thedx = −y2

x2
dy+ −z2

x2
dz there. On the contrary, no two elements generate

ΩX(U) in any open set U of the origin, as we expect of course since the tangent space there
is three-dimensional. We defined the p-forms as the p-th exterior power of ΩX . On smooth
X , the p-forms are a locally free sheaf ∧pΩX of rank

(
d
p

)
. When p = d, the sheaf is rank

one (i.e., invertible) and called the canonical sheaf ωX . Like all invertible sheaves, ωX is
the sheaf of sections of a line bundle, which in this case, is obviously the line bundle of
top differential forms on X . We computed the that there are no global differential forms on
P1. We then defined a rational differential form on a smooth variety as an equivalence class
(U, η) whereU is a non-empty open set inX and η ∈ ωX(U). Two such are equivalent if they
agree on the overlaps. The set of a all rational canonical forms is a one-dimensional vector
space over k(X) denoted k(ω). We defined the divisor of a rational canonical form as the
divisor of zeros and poles of a rational canonical form and checked that on P1, the divisor
of dt is −2∞. Tomorrow is last lecture, I would like to say how these things let us classify
varieties. Please re-read SHAF: Chapter III so the canonical divisor class is understood!

Friday December 6: Finnish Independence Day. We discussed some of the connections
between line bundles, invertible sheaves, and Cartier divisors. A section s of a line bundle
π : L → X over the open set U ⊂ X is a (regular) map U → L such that π ◦ s = idU .
Put differently, it is a way of assigning to each point in U , some element s(x) in the fiber Lx
over x. Recall that the fiber Lx has a structure of a vector space (of dim one). Every line
bundle has the zero-section, assigning to every x ∈ X the point (x, 0) where 0 is the zero in
the fiber Lx, but it need not have any other global sections in general. Sections s1 and s2 can
be added: s1 + s2 is the section assigning to x the vector s1(x) + s2(x) ∈ Lx. Also, a section
s can be multiplied by a regular function f ∈ OX(U), since for all x, the scalar f(x) can be
multiplied by the vector s(x) ∈ Lx. Let L(U) denote the set of all sections of L over U . Our
discussion shows that L(U) is an OX(U)-module, and indeed, L is a sheaf of OX-modules
(since sections can obviously restricted to smaller open sets, and also obviously satisfy the
sheaf axiom since they are actually ”functions” of some sort).



We checked that the sheaf of sections L of a line bundle is an invertible sheaf, which
means it is a locally free OX-module of rank one. Indeed, over any sufficiently small open
set where the bundle is trivial, π−1(U) ∼= U × k, a section s : U → π−1(U) is completely
determined by a regular function f : U → k (its value in the k-factor). So L|U ∼= OX |U
on small enough open sets. However, this isomorphism depends on the choice of trivializa-
tion! On U1 ∩ U2 we would get two different isomorphisms of OX(U1 ∩ U2)-modules—the
composition isomorphism from OX(U1 ∩U2)→ L(U1 ∩U2)→ OX(U1 ∩ (U2) multiplies a
regular function by the transition function sij for the line bundle. We stated that the line bun-
dle π : L→ X is completely determined by its sheaf of sections, and every invertible sheaf
is the sheaf of sections of some line bundle (which is not too hard to construct by glueing).
Indeed, in algebraic geometry, many people say ”line bundle” when they mean ”invertible
sheaf.” For the trivial line bundle X × k → X , the sheaf of sections is OX (check !) but
in general, L is not just the structure sheaf. In particular, there is no way to multiply two
sections of a line bundle together in general.

A section of a line bundle is “locally a regular function” depending on a choice of trivi-
alization. Although a section is not a regular function globally (since the choices we made
may not agree on the overlaps), the ratio s1/s2 of two sections of the same line bundle is
a rational function, that is the ratio f1/f2 does not depend of the choice of trivialization.
Again, thinking of a section s as some “local function” fλ on a cover Uλ of X , the zero set
of s makes sense as the divisor defined on Uλ by fλ. This is an effective Cartier divisor.
Different global sections of L produce different but equivalent divisors–indeed, if Di is the
divisor of zeros of si, then D1−D2 is the divisor of s1/s2 which is a rational function on X .
In fact, the set of all divisors constructed this way produces a complete linear system |D|.
The sheaves OX(D) are all invertible sheaves isomorphic to L (but not equal, of course,
since they are different subsets of k(X). To prove this, note that the map sending 1 7→ s
from OX(D) to L gives an isomorphism on every open set.

Every set of global sections s0, . . . , sn of a line bundle determines a rational mapX → Pn
sending x 7→ [s0(x) : · · · : sn(x)]. This makes sense, since the ratios si/sj are well-defined
elements of k(X), not depending on the choice of trivialization. This rational map is the
same as the one given by the linear system of divisors which are zero sets of sections in the
vector space spanned by the sj . So line bundles, invertible sheafs, linear systems of divisors,
and maps to projective space are all closely intertwined ideas, more or less just different
ways of talking about the same ideas.

Finally, we started discussing differential forms. More next time. Read about Differential
forms in SHAF!

Wednesday December 4. We went through a bunch of examples of linear systems on
projective varieties, together with the corresponding rational maps. The complete linear sys-
tem |dH| of degree d hypersurfaces on Pn gives the d-th Veronese embedding. Explicitly,
if we fix a representative D given by the irreducible degree d polynomial f , then the cor-
responding vector space OX(D)(X) is spanned by xI/f where xI runs through the degree
d monomials in x0, . . . , xn. This linear system is base point free, corresponding to the fact



the map is regular at every point. Another example is the linear system of hyperplanes in
Pn through a point p: this gives the ”projection” from p map to Pn−1, which has locus of
indeterminacy p corresponding to the fact that the base locus of this linear system is {p}.
The divisor D = P × p on P1 × P1 lives in the complete linear system |D| of divisors of
the form P1 × q. This linear system is base point free, so the map it defines is regular, and
it is one-dimensional, so the map is to P1. Also the pullback of hyperplanes in P1 are the
members of the linear system: so the map φ|D| : P1 × P1 → P1 is necessarily the projection
to the second factor. We defined a very ample divisor on X as one which is a hyper plane
section of X for some embedding in projective space, or equivalently, D is very ample if
the map given by |D| is an embedding. (In particular, very ample linear systems are always
base point free). Any degree d hypersurface in Pn is very ample (since the Veronese map is
an embedding). The line P1 × p on P1 × P1 is not very ample.

We then started reviewing line (and vector bundles). Make sure you know the following
words: line bundle (as a regular map L→ X), trivialization, transition functions, section.

Monday December 2. Let X be a normal variety. We proved that if divisors D1 and D2

are linearly equivalent, then the sheaves OX(D1) and OX(D2) are isomorphic as sheaves of
OX-modules: if D1 = D2 +divφ, where φ ∈ k(X)∗, the isomorphismOX(D1)→ OX(D2)
is given by “multiplication by φ” on every open set. Recall that there is a surjective map
P(OX(D)(X))→ |D|, where |D| denotes the set of all effective divisors in the same divisor
class as D. Clearly if D1 and D2 are equivalent, then |D1| = |D2|, which is reflected in this
isomorphism of vector spaces given by multiplication by φ. A linear system is any subset
of |D| which corresponds to a finite dimensional linear subspace in P(OX(D)(X)).1 [If X
is projective, P(OX(D)(X)) is always finite dimensional, but we don’t need that right now;
see Hartshorne, Theorem 5.19, Chapter II. ] A linear system is complete if it is all of |D|,
but in general can be incomplete. For example, the space of conics in P2 is a complete linear
system of dimension five, but the space of conics through a point p is a linear subsystem of
dimension four. The base locus of a linear system S is the intersection of the supports of all
divisors in S; its points are called the base points of S, and we say that S is base point free
if its base locus is empty. A fixed component of S is a codimension one component of the
base locus; put differently, a fixed component is a divisor which appears in the support of
every member of S. The set of all conics in P2 is base point free. The set of conics through
p is fixed component free but has p as a base point. The set of conics which contain a fixed
line L is a sub linear system of dimension two—it is obviously bijective with the complete
linear system of all lines in P2.

Our next goal is to prove that for X normal, there is a one-one correspondence between
the set of regular mapsX → Pn (which do not factor through a smaller projective space) and
n-dimensional base point free linear systems of Cartier divisors on X . The correspondence
takes a regular map φ : X → Pn to the linear system of pullbacks of hyperplane divisors
on Pn (which you should check is a base point free linear system!). In the other direction,

1Alternate notations for the vector space of global section of OX(D), in addition to OX(D)(X), include
Γ(X,OX(D)), H0(X,OX(D)) and H0(X,D), among many variants and abuses.



if s0, . . . , sn are elements of k(X)∗ spanning a subspace of OX(D)(X) (corresponding to
the linear system S ⊂ |D|), the expression x 7→ [s0(x) : s1(x) : · · · : sn(x)] gives a map
from X to Pn which is obviously well-defined except possibly at the zeros and poles of the
si. Analyzing this, we see that it is well-defined everywhere except the base points of S.

This correspondence is part of a larger correspondence between rational maps X → Pn
(up to change of coordinates for Pn) and n-dimensional linear systems without fixed com-
ponents. You are more or less expected to check all the details of what I have stated here
yourself—we discussed all the relevant maps—it suffices to make sure you understand them
and see that they really give a one-to-one correspondence. Keep reading Shafarevich, Chap-
ter 3, which discusses all this mostly for smooth curves. We will soon start talking about
differential forms, so be sure to review what they mean in differential geometry, and make
sure your exterior algebra is up to snuff as well.

Wednesday November 27. Let X be a normal variety. This implies that X is smooth in
codimension one, and also that a regular function is the same as a rational function on X
without poles (see exercise 4 on Homework 11). We computed a few examples of the sheaf
of OX-modules OX(D). For example, if Y ⊂ Pn is an irreducible hypersurface of degree
d, we computed that the global sections of OPn(Y ) can be identified with the vector space
of functions of the form f/h where f ranges through all homogenous degree d polynomials
in n+ 1 variables, and h is the defining polynomial of Y . This is a vector space isomorphic
to Sd(kn+1∗). We also saw that the sheaf OPn(−Y ) is precisely the defining ideal of Y . Its
global sections are zero.

We saw that there is a natural surjective surjective map OX(D)(X) \ 0 → |D| sending
φ 7→ div(φ) +D, where |D| is the complete linear system of D. It is not injective. Indeed,
φ and ψ have the same image if any only if φψ−1 is a global invertible regular function
on X—that is, if and only if φψ−1 ∈ O∗X(X). In particular, if X is projective, we have a
bijection:

P(OX(D)(X))→ |D|; φ 7→ div φ +D.

We confirmed this for the examples above. We ran out of time to prove the next main point: if
D and D′ are linearly equivalent, then their Riemann-Roch spaces are naturally isomorphic
(not EQUAL!). The proof is easy: if D′ = D+ div f , then “multiplication by f” sends
each g ∈ OX(D) to fg ∈ OX(D′). [CHECK IT!]. Of course, this makes sense, since the
complete linear systems |D| and |D′| are obviously the same. Happy Thanksgiving!

Monday November 25. We took Quiz 7. We then pulled back divisors under rational maps.
An example is the pullback of a hyperplane (line) in P2 under the “projection from p” map
π : P3 → P2. The pullback of L was easily seen to be the hyper plane (plane) through p and
L. We defined a complete linear system of divisors on a variety X (smooth in codimension
one) to be the set of all effective divisors in a fixed divisor class; if D is a representative
of this divisor class, we write the corresponding complete linear system |D|. On P2, the
line (hyperplane) linear system is |L|. Its members pull back to hyperplanes on P3 under
the projection π, but not every hyperplane on P3 is the pull-back of a line under π–only



those through p are. That is, The pull back of the linear system |L| is not a complete linear
system—it contains many hyperplanes, but all of them contain p. Indeed, the pullback of the
linear system |L| is the collection of hyperplanes in P3 through p. For another example, we
pulled back the hyperplane linear system on Pd under the Veronese map ν : P1 → Pd, and
saw that we get the complete linear system of degree d, which can be denoted for example
|dp0|. The last few weeks of class we will be unravelling the following important idea:
(under some mild conditions) rational mapsX 99K Pn are essentially completely determined
by linear systems of divisors on X , and these in turn are essentially completely determined
by vector subspaces of global sections of certain sheaves on X .

To get started on this goal, we talked about the sheaf associated to a divisor. FixX , smooth
in codimension one, and a divisor D on X . The sheaf OX(D) assigns to an open set U the
set of all rational functions φ ∈ k(X)∗ such that divUφ+D|U ≥ 0. For example, if X = Pn
and D the hyperplane defined by x0 = 0, we showed that OPn(D)(U0) = OPn(U0) (the
ring of regular functions on U0). Likewise, OPn(D)(U1) = x1

x0
OPn(U1), the rank one free

module over the ring of regular functions on U1 generated by the rational function x1
x0

. Both
of these are large sets, for example, infinitely generated over k. By contrast, OPn(D)(Pn) is
the n + 1-dimensional k vector space {

∑n
i=0 ai

xi
x0
}, where ai ∈ k. Please try to check all

these computations and get a grip on this definition! Read Shaf, III, §1, §2

Friday November 22. We talked about pulling back Cartier divisors. Given a regular
map f : X → Y between varieties (say, both are smooth in codimension one for simplicity
of exposition), then any divisor D whose support does not contain the image of f can be
pulled back in the obvious way *same as the case where f is dominant,* since the defining
equations of D won’t pull back to anything which is zero or undefined on X . We studied
some examples. We pulled back an arbitrary hyperplane H divisor in P3 under the Veronese
map ν : P1 → P3 sending [s : t] → [s3 : s2t; st2 : t3] and saw that the pullback is always
an effective degree three divisor on P1 (that is, 3 points), and that conversely, every set of
three points is the pullback of some hyperplane under ν. We also pulled back the quadric
V(x20 − x1x2) and got six points on P1, or more precisely, the divisor 3[0 : 1] + [1 : 1] + [ω :
1] + [ω2 : 1], whose support is 4 points. However, we saw also that pulling back the quadric
defined by x0x3 − x1x2 can’t be done! The local defining equations all vanish, so their
zero and pole sets would be all of P1 (not a divisor)! This is a case where the image of ν
is contained in the support of D—indeed, you have seen that the image (the twisted cubic)
lies on this quadric in a previous homework. We discussed the Moving Lemma: if D is a
prime divisor on a variety Y (say, smooth in codimension one for simplicity), and x ∈ Y is
some point, we can always find a rational function φ so that x is not in the support of the
divisor D − div(φ). That is, we can “move the support” of a divisor away from any point
we like, replacing the divisor by another divisor in the same equivalence class. This allows
us to define a map of Picard groups: if f : X → Y is regular, the map f ∗ : Div Y →
Div (X) sends [D] to [f ∗D′] where D′ is any equivalent divisor in the same class as D but
whose support misses the image of f . QUIZ next time. Know all the definitions and main
examples! Keep reading Shaf and/or Hartshorne.



Wednesday November 20. We introduced the idea of a locally principal divisor or Cartier
divisor. First, note that if U is a non-empty open set of variety X , then there is a natural
surjective group homomorphism DivX → DivU given by restricting (intersecting) D =
ΣniYi to D|U = Σni(Yi ∩ U), with the intersection Yi ∩ U interpreted as the zero-element
of Div X if it is empty. For X smooth in codimension one, of course U is also smooth in
codimension one for any open U . So, under this hypothesis, we say that a divisorD is locally
principal or Cartier if X admits an open cover {Uλ} such that each D|Uλ is principal. This
means that there exist φλ ∈ k(X)∗ such that the ”zero and pole divisor” of φλ in Uλ is exactly
D|Uλ . On a smooth variety X , every divisor is Cartier: indeed, if D =

∑
kiDi, then at each

x ∈ X , we can find a neighborhood Ux and regular functions πi on Ux such that Di is the
zero set of the regular function πi on Ux. This means that D ∩ Ux = divUx(π

k1
1 π

k2
2 . . . πktt ).

More generally, even if X is not smooth in codimension one, we can still define a Cartier
divisor to be the data {Uλ, φλ} where the Uλ form an open cover of X and the φλ ∈ k(X)∗

satisfy φiφ−1j ∈ O∗X(Ui ∩ Uj). If X is normal (which implies smooth in codimension one),
this is exactly the condition that the divisors of zeros-and-poles of φi on Ui and of φj on Uj
agree when restricted to Ui ∩ Uj . Put more succinctly, a Cartier divisor on X is a global
section of the sheaf of abelian groups k(X)∗/O∗X . You shouldn’t get too caught up worrying
about this level of generality, but this does allow us to talk about divisors (Cartier divisors!)
on any variety, or even any scheme, if we replace the function field k(X) by a suitable
generalization. The reason for the normal assumption will be treated in Problem set 11: the
point is that we’d like to say that a rational function φ is regular on some U if and only if it
it has no poles on U—this requires that U is normal.

The set of Cartier divisors CaDiv (X) forms an abelian group (subgroup of Div X when
the X is smooth in codimension one), and the set of Principal divisors P (X) is obviously
a subgroup. We defined the Picard group Pic (X) as the cokernel CaDiv (X)/P (X). The
group Pic (X) is obviously a subgroup of the class group Cl(X) when the latter is defined
(meaning for X smooth in codimension one). For X smooth, Cl (X) equals Pic (X).

The advantage of Cartier divisors (beyond the fact that they can be defined in very general
settings) is that they can be pulled back under dominant regular maps. This will allow us
to define, for any map X → Y , a functorial pullback map f ∗ : Pic(Y ) → Pic(X). If
f : X → Y is dominant, recall that then we have an extension of fields f ∗ : k(Y ) → k(X)
induced by pullback of regular functions. So if D is a divisor on Y given locally on U by
some φ, then f ∗D is the divisor on X given locally on f−1(U) by f ∗(φ). We pulled back
some divisors in an example...be sure you understand this. Next time we will discuss what
happens when the map is not dominant, and explain how we get a map on the Picard group.
Shafarevich is good on this topic. Read: Shaf III §1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4. Be sure to have your
paper topic and references ready for Friday, or be committed to an oral exam. Expect a quiz
sometime soon on divisors.

Monday November 18. Let X be a variety non-singular in codimension one. We showed
that there is a natural homomorphism of groups sending a rational function to its “divisor of



zeros and poles”:

k(X)∗ → DivX; φ 7→ div(φ) =
∑

Y prime

νY (φ)Y.

The point is that νY is a valuation on k(X), so that the coefficients of Y add as expected;
also for each given φ, there are only finitely many prime divisors which can be zeros or
poles of φ, so the sum on the right is finite. The image P (X) is called the group of principal
divisors, and the cokernel is the Divisor Class GroupCl(X). We computed some examples.
The divisor class group of An is trivial, since every codimension sub variety is defined by
a single polynomial. We proved that Cl(Pn) is isomorphic to Z, generated by the class
of a hyperplane. Indeed, we defined surjective group homomorphism called the “degree
map” from Div (Pn) to Z sending a prime divisor D to the degree of the (unique up to
scalar multiple) homogeneous polynomial defining D. The kernel is easily checked to be
the subgroup of principal divisors. We also computed directly that on the affine variety
X = V(y2−xz), the line L = V(x, y) is a prime divisor which is is not principal. However,
2L = div(x), so the class of L is torsion in Cl(X). Indeed, you can check that L generates
the divisor class group, so that Cl(X) ∼= Z/2Z. We then also discussed the degree of a
divisor on a smooth projective curve: if D =

∑
niPi, then its degree is just

∑
ni. It is a

theorem (we will prove it soon) that the degree of a principal divisor on a smooth projective
curve is zero. So, P (X) sits inside the subgroup Div0(X) of degree zero divisors. There is
an exact sequence of groups given by the degree map:

0→ Div0(X)/P (X)→ Div(X)/P (X)→ Z→ 0.

The interesting thing here is that the group Div0(X)/P (X) is usually huge: it can be given
the structure of a variety! It is called the Jacobian of the curve, and is a variety of dimension
g, where g is the genus of X . So, you should not get the idea that divisor class groups tend
to be discrete! Read: Shafarevich III §1.1 and locally principal divisors III §1.2. Hartshorne
II §6. Don’t forget that your paper proposal is due FRIDAY!

Friday November 15. We discussed how to rigorously define the “order of vanishing of
a non-zero rational function φ ∈ k(X) along a prime divisor D.” This will be an integer
denoted νD(φ). For this, we must assume that X is non-singular in codimension one—
meaning that the singular set has codimension two or higher; the point of this assumption is
that every prime divisor meets the smooth locus of X .

First we do the following special case: assume X is affine, D is defined by the regular
function π, and φ is regular. Now “φ vanishes along D” if and only if φ ∈ (π). There is
a unique k such that φ ∈ (πk) but not (πk+1). This k is the order of vanishing of φ along
D, denoted νD(φ). Note that νD(φ) is zero means that φ doesn’t vanish along D—that is,
that D is not in the zero set of φ (of course, φ might vanish at some points of D, but not at
all of them; for example, the function y − x on A2 has order of vanishing zero along the
x-axis; we say “y − x does not vanish along the x-axis: even though it happens to vanish
at the one point (0, 0), it certainly doesn’t vanish at most of the points on the x-axis). The



function νD as we have defined it has following properties: 1.) νD(φψ) = νD(φ) + νD(ψ);
2) νD(φ + ψ) ≥ min{νD(φ), νD(ψ)}. We can now define νD(φ/ψ) = νD(φ) − νD(ψ); the
first of these properties guarantees that this does not depend on the choice of representative
for the rational function. This defines a mapping

νY : k(X)∗ → Z;

which is in fact an homomorphism of groups satisfying νD(φ+ψ) ≥ min{νD(φ), νD(ψ)}—
in other words, it is a valuation of the function field ofX , called the valuation alongD. Like
any valuation of a field, the set of non-negatively valued functions forms a ring, called the
valuation ring, which is a local ring with maximal ideal consisting of element whose values
are strictly positive. It is easy to check (DO IT!) that this ring is in fact k[X](π) = OD,X , the
local ring of X along the sub variety D.

Now, for the general case. First recall the Theorem: A codimension one sub variety of a
smooth variety is locally defined by one equation; that is, its ideal sheaf is locally principal.
So, under the assumption that X is smooth in codimension one, we can choose an open
affine U which intersects D, and on which D is defined by some π ∈ OX(U) (WHY?).
This puts us in the case we’ve already treated, so we can define νD(φ) as above, using U
instead of X as our ambient variety. This does not depend on the choice of U (check it!).
READ: Shafarevich III, §1.1. Also, the section on Normal varieties II §5. Expect a quiz on
the divisor language and basic facts sometime early next week.

Wednesday November 13. We took a quiz. Then we discussed divisors on a variety X . A
prime divisor on a variety X is a (closed, irreducible) subvariety of codimension one on X .
A divisor is a formal Z-linear combination of prime divisors. The set of all divisors on X
forms a free abelian group (infinitely generated) on the prime divisors, denoted Div X . An
effective divisor is one in which all coefficients are non-negative. The support of a divisor is
the union of the codimension one sub varieties appearing with non-zero coefficient. A typical
source of divisors are the divisors of zeros and poles of a rational function. For example, if
φ ∈ k(P1) is a rational function, then writing it as f/g where f and g are homogenous
polynomials of the same degree in two variables, then factoring f and g (uniquely) into
linear factors, the divisor is the formal sum of the roots of f (with coefficient corresponding
to the multiplicity of that root) MINUS the roots of g (counted with their multiplicities). We
computed several examples in class on P1 and P2. Note that often we will be given a rational
function in local coordinates (for example, φ = t2+1

t5
on P1) and it will be up to us to rewrite

φ if needed in different coordinates in order to examine whether or not there are zeros or
poles along any of the divisors that the given coordinates misses (in this example, the point
at infinity was missed, since it is not in the chart U0 where t was a valid coordinate). For
example, if s = 1/t, we rewrite φ as s3 + s5, and see that φ also has a zero of order three at
∞, so that the divisor of zeros and poles of φ is [i] + [−i] + 3[∞]− 5[0].

Here is a different example: on A2, the rational function x2/y(x− y2)7 has corresponding
divisor 2L1−L2−7C whereL1 is the y-axis, L2 is the x-axis, andC is the parabola V(x−y2).
Note that the “zeros” and ”poles” of a rational function, in this context, should be viewed as



prime divisors, not points! For example, the zeros of φ = x2/y(x− y2)7 is the prime divisor
L1 counted with multiplicity 2, and the poles are the line L1 and the parabola C (counted
with multiplicity 7). By contrast, the point (0, 0) is neither a zero nor a pole!!! Continuing
with this same example, if we view φ as a rational function instead on P2, we note that the
“divisor at infinity” was missed, so we would need to look in different local coordinates to
see what the order of vanishing of φ is there. It turns out to be a zero of multiplicity 14.
[PROVE IT!] So the divisor of zeros and poles of φ on P2 is 2L1−L2−7C+ 14H where H
is the line at infinity. More generally, (under certain mild hypothesis on the ambient variety
X), we will define a function called “order of vanishing along the prime divisor Y ”

k(X) \ 0→ Z

which will be positive if φ vanishes along Y (that is, if Y is a zero) and negative if φ−1

vanishes along Y (this is, if Y is a pole). It will be zero if neither φ nor φ−1 vanishes at Y ,
which is to say that φ is invertible in a neighborhood of Y . READ: Shafarevich, III, §1 on
Divisors. Shafarevich is quite good on this topic!.

Monday November 11. We discussed ideal sheaves. Fix a variety X . An ideal sheaf on X
is a sheaf of abelian groups I on X such that for all open sets U , we have I(U) ⊂ OX(U)
is an ideal in the ring OX(U). One important example is the ideal sheaf IY of a closed set
Y in X: to each open set U we associate the set of functions regular on U which vanish
at all points of Y ∩ U (if Y ∩ U is empty, we interpret every regular function as vanishing
at all points of Y ∩ U , so that IY (U) = OX(U).) Be sure to check that this is a sheaf of
ideals! The value of OX on an affine set completely determine the geometry of U—this is
essentially the nullstellensatz. Likewise, the closed set Y ∩ U is recovered on U from the
values of IY on U—again this is the nullstellensatz. This is false on non-affine sets: for
example on Pn, every non-empty closed set Y has IY (Pn) = 0 ⊂ OPN (Pn) = k, since a
constant function never vanishes unless it is the zero function. The global sections of the
sheaves OX and IY tell us virtually nothing geometric in the case X is not affine, though
they tell us everything about the geometry when X is affine! So for non-affine varieties, we
need the sheaves, which we think of as just the data of what’s happening in affine charts and
how they glue together on the overlaps.

We defined a sheaf of ideals I to be locally principal if at each p we can find an affine
open set U such that I(U) is principal in OX(U). We proved that an ideal sheaf is locally
principal if and only if for all p the stalk Ip is principal in OXp . We also saw that if we
have a closed set (proper, non-empty) Y whose ideal sheaf IY is locally principal, then all
components of Y are codimension one in X . However the converse is false: for example,
let X be the hypersurface in A4 defined by V(xy− zw). This is a three dimensional variety,
and it contains the plane V(x, z) which is two dimensional (hence codimension one in X).
However, the ideal of the plane is generated by (x, z) in the local ring OX,0 where 0 is the
origin, and no one element will generate it! It is a codimension one subbvariety whose ideal
sheaf is not locally principal. Read: Shaf on Divisors, starting at III. Quiz next time!



Friday November 8. We went through the idea behind Hironaka’s resolution of singulari-
ties. Fix a singular variety V0 inside a smooth ambient variety X0 (think of V0 as a closed set
in An for example). The idea is to identify a smooth sub variety Z0 ⊂ Sing(V0) ⊂ V0 ⊂ X0

to blow-up along inside X0 (called the center of the blowup). This produces a projective
birational map (the blowup map) π1 : X1 → X0, such that the pre image of the closed set
Z0 is a closed set (called the exceptional set E1) which is easily checked to be smooth and
of codimension one inside X1. The map π is an isomorphism from X1 \ E1 to X0 \ Z0. So,
taking the pre-image of V0 \ Z0, we have an isomorphic variety π−11 (V0 \ Z0) inside X1. Its
closure in X1 is thus a variety V1 (called the birational or proper transform of V0), and
the (restriction of the) map π1 defines a birational map V1 → V0 which is an isomorphism
away from Z0 (in fact, as we showed last time, this is the blowup of V0 along Z0). The
idea is to show that there is a way to chose Z0 so that the new variety V1 is somehow mea-
surably less singular than V0. We then repeat, finding a (smooth) subvariety Z1 inside the
singular set of V1 and blow it up inside X1, so that the new proper transform V2 inside X2

is again measurably improved. Hironaka’s amazing proof shows that this can be done in
such away that eventually it terminates at a smooth variety VN (if the ground field is char-
acteristic zero!). [His proof fails in prime characteristic because the blowup at the chosen
center Zi does not improve the singularities with respect to the invariants he defined.] Now,
a sequence of blowups can always be combined into one blowing up map, but the composite
blowup will be a blowup along some ideal which may not be the ideal of a smooth sub va-
riety. In general, we much prefer to blow up at smooth centers (meaning along the ideal of
a smooth subvariety) because we understand the geometry well in this case: The blowup is
always smooth (of a smooth variety X along a smooth center Z) and we can write out nice
coordinates (in terms of rational functions on X) in local charts; furthermore, we understand
the exceptional divisor E created—it is always the projectivized normal bundle to Z.) Most
geometers are loath to blow-up along arbitrary ideals because the geometry of the blow up is
a mess, though in commutative algebra it is an active research area to work out coordinates
and defining equations for blowups along arbitrary ideals.

We then did a few examples. We showed that blowing up A2 along the ideal (x2, y2)
produces a non-smooth variety (indeed, it is a surface whose singular set is an entire line—
the exceptional divisor). Note here that this ideal defines just the origin, but it is not the ideal
of the origin so this is not the blowup at the origin (but rather the blowup at some subscheme
supported at the origin). We looked at a curve (“four leafed clover curve”) which was twice-
tangent to each of the x and y axes, and saw that by blowing up the origin, we got a new
curve which has two singular points, one at the origin and one at∞ in the exceptional P1.
So to resolve this, we need to blow up each of those. We then looked at a cusp V(y2 − x7)
and saw that blowing up the origin produced a new curve which has only one singular point.
In the chart whose coordinates are t = y

x
and x, the curve is defined by V(t2 − x5), which

is again singular at the origin but “measurably improved”. Repeating, we get the standard
cusp, repeating again we are smooth. You will do this in the homework. Keep studying
blowing up! Expect a quiz. Also, I will ask for a project proposal by November 22, two



weeks from today. For ideas, flip through Shaf, flip through Harris’s book, ask professors,
students and post-docs in fields you might be interested in for ideas for ”topics to write an
expository paper on in your area (lie algebras, rep theory, lie groups, differential geometry,
combinatorics, invariant theory....whatever) related to algebraic geometry.” Also, of course,
you can discuss with me.

Wednesday November 6. We discussed blowing up more formally. Recall if V is any
affine variety, and f0, . . . , ft are any (non-zero) regular functions on V , we have a rational
map V 99K Pt sending x 7→ [f0(x) : · · · : ft(x)], regular outside the closed set where the fi
simultaneously vanish. By definition, the blowup of V along the ideal generated by the
fi is the graph Γ of φ (i.e., the closure in V × Pt of the graph of any regular representative),
together with the the projection π : Γ → V (called the blowing morphism). It is easy
to see that π is a surjective regular map, which is closed, and whose fibers are projective
varieties. Also clearly V is birationally equivalent to Γ; indeed, π is an isomorphism over
the complement of V(f0, . . . , ft). The absolutely amazing theorem of Hironaka says that if
V is an affine algebraic variety defined over a field k of characteristic zero, then there exists
a set of regular functions f0, . . . , ft such that the graph of the function they define to Pt is a
resolution of singularities of V . That is, the graph is smooth! And the common zero set of
the fi is exactly the singular locus of V !

None of this is special to the affine case: for an arbitrary variety, we can glue together
blowups along ideals in affine charts, provided that those ideals agree when the charts
overlap. Formally, we can blowup an arbitrary variety V along any (non-zero) ideal sheaf
I ⊂ OV . An ideal sheaf is essentially just a choice of an ideal I(U) ⊂ OV (U) for every
open U , compatible with restriction (which means that the images of I(U) and I(U ′) must
agree in the ringOV (U∩U ′) under the restriction mapsOV (U)→ OV (U∩U ′) (respectively
OV (U ′)→ OV (U ∩ U ′).))

We looked at a physical model of (almost) a blowup of the plane A2 along the ideal
defining the origin. We then studied the blowup Γ of A3 at the origin, noting that it is a
smooth closed variety in A3 × P2, and the blowup map Γ → A3 is an isomorphism except
over the origin, where the fiber is P2. We saw that Γ is in fact covered by three affine open
charts, each isomorphic to A3. The coordinates for one of these charts are x

z
, y
z
, z (and

similarly for the other two). [This is very useful!] We then blew up the z-axis in A3, or
more accurately, we blew up A3 along the ideal generated by (x, y). This produced a smooth
hypersurface in A3 × P1 and the projection to A1 is an isomorphism except over the z-axis,
where the fibers are P1’s. We saw how those fibers can be interpretated as “projectivized”
normal planes to the z-axis.

Finally, we saw that if V ⊂ An is an closed affine variety, and f0, . . . , ft are polynomials
not vanishing on V , then simple point-set considerations show that the blowup of V along
the ideal generated by the (restrictions of) the fi can be viewed naturally as a closed subset of
the blowup of An along the ideal generated by the fi. Indeed, the blowup of V is the closure
in the An × Pt of the pre image of the set V \ V(f0, . . . , ft). This is also called the “proper



transform” of V in the blowup of An. This way of viewing blowing up may be useful in the
homework.

Monday November 4. We had kind of a long digression on thinking of schemes. The idea
of a scheme (in this context) is a geometric object defined by an ideal of polynomials, like a
variety, but the ideal might not be radical. In fact, every scheme (technically, I mean every
closed subscheme of An, but let us start there just as we did when defining varieties) has an
“underlying set” which has a Zariski topology on it, namely just the closed set in An defined
by the common zero set of the polynomials (that is, by the radical of the ideal we started
with). For example, in the polynomial x2 defines the set V(x2) in A2 which is (as a set) the
same set as V(x), or the y-axis, but as a scheme is something different, something like the
y-axis with extra structure. The Nullstellensatz tells us that the category of affine algebraic
varieties is equivalent to the category of finitely generated domains (so in this example, the
x-axis is corresponding to the ring k[x, y]/(x). More precisely, closed sub varieties of An

get identified with domains that are surjective images of k[x1, . . . , xn]. The geometry and
the algebra are “the same” for domains by the Nullstellensatz and the “the same” in general
by definition of a scheme! We define an affine scheme to be (essentially) a commutative
ring, together with the Zariski topological space it defines. So the scheme defined by x2 in
A2 IS essentially the ring k[x, y]/(x2); the underlying Zariski topological space is the y-axis,
but there is some extra “scheme structure”. To interpret this extra structure geometrically is
not always obvious, although it is easy to understand the underlying topological space: in
this case, the y-axis. But the exponent ‘2’ on the defining equation indicates some “scheme
structure” beyond just the set. In this case, that scheme structure can be interpreted as the
”y-axis counted twice.” The scheme corresponding to k[x, y]/(y5) could be viewed as the
“x-axis counted five times”. But in general, it is not always so easy to interpret the extra
scheme structure geometrically. Schemes arise natural as members of natural families of
varieties (think of the double line as a special kind of conic) and also as the intersection of
two varieties (think of the parabola V(y − x2) intersecting the x-axis V(y), the intersection
point is defined by both y and y − x2, or by the ideal (y, y − x2) = (y, x2) which “is” the
point (0, 0) in the x-axis in the plane, counted twice.)

The definition of tangent space and smooth points work for schemes. So, for example,
the subscheme V(x2) of A2 has tangent space at (0, 0) consisting of the entire plane, since
plugging in any parametrized line (at, bt) into the polynomial x2 always produces a double
root at the origin. Put differently, for the local ring k[x, y](x,y)/(x

2), the cotangent space
m/m2 is two-dimensional, generated by the images of x and y (Check it!). But since the
underlying geometric object is one dimensional, this scheme is not smooth at the origin (nor
any other point). This is an example showing that unlike varieties, schemes can be singular
at every point!

Back the main topic: blowing up. We observed that the incidence correspondence B :=
{(x, `) |x ∈ `} ⊂ An × Pn−1 defines an irreducible smooth variety of dimension n, called
the blowup of An at the origin. [CHECK THIS!] We saw that it could also be defined as the
graph of the rational map An 99K Pn−1 sending (x1, x2, . . . , xn) 7→ [x1 : x2 : · · · : xn]. By



definition, the graph Γφ of a rational map φ : X 99K Y is the closure in X × Y of the graph
of any representative regular function U → Y . This is independent of the representative.
It is easy to check that the rational maps X 99K Γφ sending x 7→ (x, φ(x)) and Γφ 99K X
sending (x, φ(x)) 7→ x are mutually inverse rational maps, so X and Γφ are birationally
equivalent, in fact isomorphic over the domain of definition of φ. In general, if V is any
affine variety, and f0, . . . , ft are any regular functions on V , we have a map V 99K Pt
sending x 7→ [f0(x) : · · · : ft(x)], regular outside the closed set where the fi simultaneously
vanish. By definition, its graph Γ is the blow up of V along the ideal generated by the
fi (or “along the subscheme defined by the fi”), and the projection π : Γ → X is the
blowing up morphism. Clearly V is birationally equivalent to Γ, and π is an isomorphism
over the complement of V(f0, . . . , ft). Furthermore the fibers are all projective varieties
(WHY?). The absolutely amazing theorem of Hironaka says that if V is an affine algebraic
variety defined over a field k of characteristic zero, then there exists a set of regular functions
f0, . . . , ft such that the graph of the function they define to Pt is a resolution of singularities
of V . That is, the graph is smooth! And the common zero set of the fi is exactly the
singular locus of V ! Study this theorem and make sure you understand the statement. Read
Shafarevich on blowing up and σ-processes (as he calls blowups). You might want to look at
the discussion of blowing up and resolution in Invitation, and maybe in Harris. Homework
will be due Wednesday instead of Monday since I did not get to post it today due to busy
office hours (and now it is on my work computer, inaccessible from home).

Friday November 1. We talked about some open problems in birational geometry. One
specific open question: for what d and n is there a smooth hypersurface of degree d in Pn
birationally equivalent to Pn−1? Or are all smooth hyper surfaces of degree d in Pn rational?
We’d shown last time that if d = 2 (and obviously if d = 1) that all are rational; also we
showed when d = n = 3 that all smooth cubic surfaces are rational. However, if d > n, an
invariant called the genus of a smooth projective variety can be used to show that no such
smooth hypersurface is rational. The territory of d ≤ n is largely uncharted, but some things
are known. For example, if d = 3, n = 4, a famous theorem of Clemens and Griffiths shows
that no smooth cubic threefold is rational. However, for d = 3, n = 5, there are examples
known of rational smooth cubic fourfolds, but no known examples of smooth cubic four folds
that are not rational. [CORRECTION TO WHAT I STATED IN CLASS: it is not known that
all cubic four folds are rational, though at some point people conjectured so. More recently,
apparently some people expect that there are examples that are not rational. Take a look at
the recent nice preprint by Brendan Hassett called Some Rational Cubic Fourfolds. ] Also, a
theorem of Tomasso de Fernex (recently a Michigan post-doc!) shows that for 4 ≥ d = n, a
smooth hypersurface of degree d = n in Pn is never rational. There is a lot more to say here,
and new papers appearing regularly on this topic.

Moving along to another topic, we discussed the problem of finding “good models” for a
fixed birational equivalence class. It is clear (WHY?) that every birational equivalence class
of varieties includes projective models, as well as smooth affine models. But an important



open question is: does every birational equivalence class include a smooth projective repre-
sentative. This is known for varieties over fields of characteristic zero, by a famous (Field’s
medal winning) theorem of Hironaka. Hironaka’s resolution of singularities can be stated
as follows: Given any projective variety V over k (a characteristic zero field), there exists a
smooth projective variety X and a surjective regular map π : X → V such that 1) π is an
isomorphism over the smooth locus of V ; and 2) the fibers of π are projective varieties. We
looked at two examples: the plane curve C = V(y2 − x2 − x3) has one singularity at the
origin; blowing up the origin in A2 and taking the closure of the preimage of the curve over
A2 \ {(0, 0)}, we get a smooth curve in A2 × P1 which is isomorphic to the C except over
the origin, which has two pre-images, corresponding to the two different tangent directions
to the origin at (0, 0) in C. Similarly, we saw that the cone V(x2 + y2 − z2) in A3 can be
resolved by blowing up the origin. We’ll discuss this in more depth next time, and discuss
how blowing up can be used in general to resolve singularities (in char zero). Read: Shaf II
§4.

Wednesday October 30. Our next topic is rational maps. A rational map φ : X 99K Y
is an equivalence class of regular maps φU : U → Y where U ⊂ X is a dense open
set. We consider two such regular maps to be equivalent if they agree on the intersection
U ∩U ′ of their domains (or, equivalently, any open set contained in U ∩U ′). We emphasized
that rational maps are not maps but rather equivalence classes of regular maps defined on
dense open subsets of the source. The domain of definition of a rational map φ : X 99K
Y is the set of points p for which the rational map has a representative φU : U → Y
where p ∈ U . The domain of definition is always open; its complement is the locus of
indeterminacy. We defined the image of a rational map to be the closure of the image of any
regular representative. [The closure is easier to find than the actual image of the full domain
of definition, which itself can be quite tricky to find in general.] We observed that you cannot
necessary compose two rational maps because image of the first could be contained in
the indeterminacy locus of the second. However, you can compose two dominant rational
maps. Two varieties are birationally equivalent if there are mutually inverse dominant
rational maps between them. The study of the category of algebraic varieties with dominant
rational maps is the subject of birational algebraic geometry. We discussed the theorem
that a rational map from a smooth variety to a projective variety always has a locus of
indeterminacy of codimension two or more. Read the Proof in Shaf II §3. This has the
important consequence that every rational map between smooth projective curves is regular.
So two curves are birationally equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic. This is false in
higher dimension: P2 is birationally equivalent to P1 × P1.

We studied some cool examples. For example, for any smooth quadric (meaning degree 2
hypersurface) in Pn, we showed that projection from a point on V defines a birational equiv-
alence to Pn−1. [Be sure you see why!]. We also showed that a cubic surface is birational to
P2 as follows: the cubic surface X contains a pair of non-intersecting lines, L1 and L2. The
map L1 × L2 99K X sending a pair (p, q) to the unique third point of intersection of pq with
X defines a birational equivalence P1 × P1 to X [CHECK IT!]. It is a very hard problem to



check whether or not a hypersurface of degree d in Pn is rational or not in general. Read:
Shaf all of Chapter II, §1, §2, §3. There is a lot of commutative algebra here (e.g., local
parameters at a point, power series rings, Weierstrauss preparation theorem, etc, that I will
not lecture on in class.) START THINKING ABOUT YOUR FINAL PAPERS! Soon, I
will ask for a proposal.

Monday October 28. Recall: The tangent space of V at p has dimension at least dimension
of V . The points at which equality holds are called smooth points; the others are singular.
We proved Theorem: the locus of singular points of V is closed and proper in V . The proof
reduces to the affine case, where we showed that for an affine variety V ⊂ An whose ideal
is generated by f1, . . . , fr and whose codimension is c, the singular set is

SingV = V ∩ V(c× c minors of


∂f1
∂x1

∂f1
∂x2

. . . ∂f1
∂xn

∂f2
∂x1

∂f2
∂x2

. . . ∂f2
∂xn

...
... . . .

...
∂fr
∂x1

∂fr
∂x2

. . . ∂fr
∂xn

).

It is not obvious that this is a proper subset, but we proved it as follows: first we checked
directly for a hypersurface that this was true, and then we recalled that every variety contains
a dense open set isomorphic to a dense open set of a hypersurface. So every variety contains
some smooth point, hence a dense open set of smooth points. We then computed an example:
The singular set of V(x2 + y2 − z2) is defined by the 1 × 1 minors of the 3 × 3 Jacobian
matrix [2x 2y − 2z ]t, whence Sing V = V(x, y, z) = {(0, 0, 0)} (assuming char not 2).
[It is interesting to note that if we consider the “double plane” defined by (x+ y − z)2, it is
singular at every point in characteristic 2, or in fact, in any characteristic.]

We then stated another cool Theorem: if X → B is a surjective regular map, then the
locus of points in b such that the fiber is a smooth variety is open in B. It can, however, be
empty: consider the trivial family X ×A1 → A1—all fibers are X but X can be singular. A
cool corollary is Bertini’s Theorem: The general hyperplane section of a smooth projective
variety (of dimension ≥ 2) is smooth. The proof of the corollary goes like this: consider
the hyperplane family from the homework: the locus of smooth fibers is open, so we need
find only one smooth hyperplane section; any hyperplane not tangent to X will work. Read:
Shaf II §1 §2 §3.

Friday October 25. We took Quiz 5. Then we discussed a more intrinsic way to think
about the tangent space to a variety V at a point p = (λ1, . . . , λn). We had developed TpV as
the linear space in An defined by the linear functions dpF (the linear part of F in coordinates
at p) as F ranges through all the elements in I(V ). But what if V has been embedded
differently in some other affine space? Are the tangent spaces isomorphic?

First note that the differential dp : k[x1, . . . , xn] → k[x1, . . . , xn] sending g 7→ dpg =∑n
i=1(∂g/∂xi)p(xi−λi) is a k-derivation. This means that it is a k-linear map which satisfies

the Leibnitz rule: dp(fg) = f(p)dpg+g(p)dp(f). The image of dp consists of k-linear forms
in (x1 − λ1), . . . , (xn − λn), which is to say, the image is contained in (in fact equal to) the



degree one part of the polynomial ring k[y1, . . . , yn] = k[x1 − λ1, . . . , xn − λn] (which
is just k[x1, . . . , xn] of course, but with a different grading so that xi − λi is considered
homogeneous of degree one.) Thus, it is natural to think of the image of dp as the space of
linear functionals on TpAn (by which we mean the vector space kn with “origin moved to
p”). We observed that in fact, it is easy to see (CHECK IT!) we have a surjective linear map

dp : mp → (TpAn)∗

whose kernel is m2
p. In other words, (TpAn)∗ is naturally isomorphic to mp/m

2
p where mp is

the ideal of functions vanishing at p. Similarly, we saw that if p ∈ V ⊂ An is a closed subset
defined by f1, . . . , fd, then this isomorphism induces (by restriction) an isomorphism

dp : mp/m
2
p → (TpV )∗

defined by g = G|V 7→ [dpG|(TpV ) : TpV → k]. Since we defined this map by choosing a
representative G which restricts to g, we checked that map is well-defined (DO IT! It is not
completely trivial!). So the point is: we can view the cotangent space as mp/m

2
p, a vector

space depending only on the local ring of V at p, and so is independent of any choices of
affine charts, generators for ideals, etc. We defined the Zariski tangent space to a variety V at
a point p to be the k-dual of the vector spacem/m2 wherem is the maximal ideal of the local
ring to V at p. The importance of defining the Zariski tangent space as (m/m2)∗ is twofold:
first of all, now it is clear that it doesn’t depend on choices of affine charts. Second, we can
even talk of the Zariski tangent space of any local ring! This means we can “do geometry”
even in Z or even more exotic rings. From 614 you should know the following Theorem:
For any local ring (R,m), the dimension ofm/m2 (overR/m) is at least the Krull dimension
of R. In particular, we have the important fact that for varieties: the tangent space of V at p
has dimension at least dimension of V . The points at which equality holds are called smooth
points; the others are singular. READ: Shafarevich Chapter II, All of II §1 and §2. Section
§2 is important and makes the idea of completion in commutative algebra geometric; we
won’t do this in class, so be sure to read it! Shafarevich also proves directly for varieties that
dim TpV ≥ dim V—you might be interested in that proof, especially if you are less familiar
with commutative algebra.

Wednesday October 23. We discussed the tangent space TpV to a point p on a closed
set V of An in a very low brow way. By definition, a line ` in An is tangent to V at p if
its intersection multiplicity with V at p is at least 2. This means that every polynomial in
the ideal of polynomials vanishing at V vanishes to order two or more at p. [We wrote out
very explicitly what that means and how to check it; see Invitation Chap 6 or Shaf II §2 for
details.] As an example, we saw that the only line intersecting the parabola V(y − x2) with
multiplicity two at the origin is the x-axis: this is the tangent line. We also saw that every line
is tangent to the “alpha curve” V(y2−x2−x3) at the origin, but that two special lines, namely
the ones of slopes±1 are “more tangent” because they have intersection multiplicity THREE
with the curve at the origin. [DRAW the picture: you can see them being more tangent!]. We
defined the tangent space TpV to V at p to be the set of points in An on tangent lines to V to p.



However: a downside is that it is not immediately clear that this is a linear space (it is only a
union of lines). To fix this we then proved: Theorem: If V ⊂ An is a closed set, then TpV =
V({dpF}F∈I(V )) ⊂ An, where dpF =

∑n
i=1

∂F
∂xi |p

(xi − xi(p)). Since the dpF are linear, it is
now clear that TpV is a linear variety in An. Just like in calculus, it is the “linear variety most
closely approximating V at p”. Furthermore (using the Leibnitz rule for derivations, we saw
that it is enough to take generators for I(V ) instead of all F ∈ I(V ) in computing defining
equations for TpV . This definition should be viewed as only naive and preliminary, but it at
least agrees with our intuition from calculus. Next time, we show’ll how it is is equivalent to
some more intrinsic point of view. READ: Shafarevich II §1, §2, §3. Be sure to also review
any necessary algebra on derivations, local rings etc. The algebra and manifold prerequisites
will start ramping up as we are now past most of the most basic parts of AG and will be
moving more quickly through the second half. REQUESTED REFERENCES: A proof of
the fact that a map of Projective varieties with finite fibers is FINITE can be found in Harris,
Lemma 14.8 on page 178. Also, if you don’t like Shafarevich’s approach to dimension, you
can try Harris’s Lectures 11 and 12. Please read!

Monday October 21. We studied the question: for which d does a surface of degree d in P3

always contain a line? We looked at the incidence correspondence X = {(X, `) | ` ⊂ X} ⊂
P(Symd(k4)∗) × Gr(2, 4). The fiber over ` under the projection to the grassmannian is the
set of all surfaces of all degree d containing `. We explicitly computed (by cleverly choosing
coordinates), that this is a linear space in P(Symd(k4)∗) of codimension d + 1. Thus all
fibers are irreducible of the same dimension, so X is irreducible of dimension M + d − 3
where M =

(
d+3
3

)
− 1. So the projection onto the other factor P(Symd(k4)∗) can not be

surjective if d > 3. In algebraic geometry jargon: The generic surface of degree four or
more contains NO line.

The case of cubic surfaces remained to be analyzed. In this case, the dimension of the
incidence correspondence X (consisting of pairs (X, `) such that the line ` lies on the cubic
surface X) has dimension 19, same as the dimension of the space of all cubic surfaces
P(Sym3(k4)∗). So the projection X → P(Sym3(k4)∗) could either be surjective with zero-
dimensional “generic fiber,” OR not surjective, in which case all (non-empty) fibers have
dimension at least one. We saw that the specific surface V(x30−x1x2x3) has only three lines,
the lines V(x0, xi). So, we must be in the case where the projection has some finite (zero
dimensional) fiber, and so it is surjective. Thus every cubic surface contains at least one
line, and the generic cubic surface contains finitely many lines. [In fact, though we can’t yet
prove it, the generic cubic surface contains exactly 27 distinct lines, a neat fact of classical
geometry.] Expect a quiz soon on dimension.

Friday October 18. Theorem: If X → Y is a surjective regular map of varieties, with
dimension X = n and dimension Y = m, THEN 1). n ≥ m; 2). The dimension of every
component of every fiber is at least n − m; 3). The subset of points of Y whose fiber has
dimension exactly n − m is an open dense set of Y . As an exercise, you should prove the
following corollary: for each d, the set of points of Y where the fiber dimension is ≥ d is



closed in Y . Another (not so obvious but) very useful corollary: if the fibers of a surjective
regular map of projective algebraic sets X → Y are all irreducible of the same dimension
and Y is irreducible, then so isX irreducible. We studied examples illustrating this theorem.
In particular, we defined a family to be any surjective regular map X → B; here B is the
base (or parameter space), the fibers are the members, and X is the “total space” of the
family. One important example is the universal hyperplane family. Let H denote the
subvariety of Pn× (Pn)∗ consisting of pairs (p,H) where p ∈ H . This is a closed set defined
by the bi-homogeneous polynomial A0X0 + A1X1 + · · ·+ AnXn, where [X0 : . . . , Xn] are
the homogeneous coordinates on Pn and [A0 : . . . , An] are the homogeneous coordinates
on (Pn)∗. Then the projection of H onto (Pn)∗ is the universal hyperplane family. Its
fibers are the various hyperplanes in Pn. Here the base has dimension n and the fibers all
have dimension n − 1, confirming that the total space has dimension 2n − 1. Note that
we can project instead onto Pn, and then we get the family of hyperplanes though given
points. (WHY?). We noted the important point that the dimension of fibers definitely can
jump above the “generic fiber dimension” n −m. For example, the blowup map B → A2

from the last problem set has zero dimensional fibers on the open set A2 \ {(0, 0)} but the
dimension of the fiber over the origin “jumps” to 1. We then began an interesting application:
does a surface of degree d in P3 contain a line? We looked at the incidence correspondence
X = {(X, `) | ` ⊂ X} ⊂ P(Symd(k4)∗) × Gr(2, 4). Note that we can think of this as the
set of all hypersurfaces of degree d in P3 that contain a line. You should contemplate this
set a bit and make sure you understand it. Can you figure out what the projections to each
factor represents? Can you compute the dimension? READ AND REREAD: Shafarevich
on dimension, including the proofs of the theorems stated without proof today (they will not
be proved in class!!).

Wednesday October 16. We discussed dimension. We computed explicitly that the di-
mension of the variety of rank one 2 by 3 matrices is dimension four, by finding an explicit
transcendence basis. We then proved that a proper closed subvariety always has strictly
smaller dimension than the ambient variety. We then proved following important Theorem:
If X ⊂ Pn is a projective variety of dimension d, then every component of its intersection
with any hyperplane not containing X has dimension exactly d − 1. The point is that if
the dimension of some component were strictly less than d − 1, then by intersecting with
generic hyperplanes, we could eventually get that X ∩H1∩H2∩· · ·∩Hd is empty. But then
projection from the linear space Λ = H1∩H2∩· · ·∩Hd gives a finite map X → X ′ ⊂ Pd−1
(in coordinates, it is [x0 : · · · : xn] 7→ [L1(x) : · · · : Ld(x)], where Li is the defining equa-
tion of Hi). So then dim X = dim X ′ ≤ d − 1, a contradiction. We also pointed out that
the dimension of a variety is the length of the longest chain of closed irreducible subvari-
eties, or equivalently, the Krull dimension of any open affine chart. This is the geometric
interpretation of the 614 fact that a finitely generated domain R over a field k has Krull
dimension equal to the transcendence degree of K/k, where K is the fraction field of R.
Read: Shafarevich on dimension! Our next big theorem is the “theorem on the dimension
of fibers.”



Friday October 11. We discussed finite maps and dimension. All of this is straight from
Shafarevich, which is beautifully written, so I won’t try to improve on it. Some things to
keep in mind: a finite map of PROJECTIVE varieties is a surjective map with finite fibers,
but if the varieties are affine (or quasi projective or even arbitrary), finiteness is a stronger
condition, and the definition is quite algebraic. Specifically: a map of affine varieties is finite
if the corresponding map of coordinate rings is an integral extension (which implies finite
fibers: WHY?). For a map of arbitrary varieties, finiteness means the target has a cover by
affines whose pre images are affine, and the map is finite on each of those. (That is, finiteness
is local on the target).

We defined dimension of a variety X to be the transcendence degree of k(X) over k. We
check that this immediately implies: the dimension of a point is zero, the dimension of Pn or
An is n, the dimension of an (irreducible) hyper surface in Pn or An is n−1, the dimension of
any (non-empty) open subset of a variety has the same dimension as the variety, dimension
is an invariant of the isomorphism class, and if X → Y is finite, the dimensions of X and Y
are equal. We also proved Noether Normalization: if X is projective of dimension d, then
it admits a finite map X → Pd. The proof is pretty: we project from a point not on X , and
check the projection is finite. Then repeat until we can’t find a point not on X , in which case
the image is a projective space. Please read Shafarevich! We will go quickly through all
the stuff on dimension; I will expect you to have read an absorbed on your own.

Wednesday October 9. We proved the Theorem: The projection Pm × An → An is a
closed map. As we discussed last time, this implies the “big theorem” that the image of
a projective variety under a regular map to a quasi projective variety is always closed. The
proof basically uses the Nullstellensatz to reduce the problem to a statement about homoge-
neous ideals in a polynomial ring, then reduced that to a problem about linear algebra, which
we solved in the usual way (with minors). I will not reproduce it here: READ SHAFARE-
VICH. Also, continue reading the sections of Shafarevich on finite maps, normalization, and
dimension. These are all important concepts in AG which are commutative algebra heavy, so
most proofs will be relegated to 614, where they are routinely covered (in greater generality).
I will assume in lecture that you have read these sections! Remember, 614 is a prerequisite!

Monday October 7. An important (not so trivial!) theorem is Theorem A: If φ : X → Y
is a regular map of varieties with X projective and Y quasi-projective, then φ is a closed
map. A nice application is Theorem 1: The generic hypersurface of degree d in Pn (n ≥
2) is irreducible— meaning that the set of reducible hypersurfaces form a proper closed
set of the parameter space P(Symd(kn+1∗)) of all hypersurfaces of degree d. The set of
reducible hypersurfaces is the union of the subsets Xi of hypersurfaces with a factor of
degree i, as i ranges from 1 to d − 1. To see that each Xi is closed, we saw that Xi is the
image of the multiplication map (which is regular with projective source) P(Symi(kn+1∗))×
P(Symd−i(kn+1∗)) → P(Symd(kn+1∗)). To see that it the closed set of reducible hyper
surfaces is proper, we just noted that Xd

0 − x1xd−22 is irreducible. This automatically implies
that most hypersurfaces of degree d are irreducible!



To prove Theorem A, we reduced it to Theorem B: If X is projective, then the projection
map X×Y → Y is closed. To see that Theorem B implies Theorem A, we noted that image
of X under φ is the image of the graph Γφ = {(x, φ(x)) |x ∈ X} ⊂ X × Y . So if the
graph Γφ closed, then so is φ (by Theorem B). But if Y is quasi projective, the graph Γφ
is closed in X × Y because it is the pre image of the diagonal in Y × Y under the regular
map X × Y → Y × Y sending (x, y) 7→ (φ(x), y) (and the diagonal is closed for a quasi
projective variety by Homework 5 problem 7). Finally, we made some reductions in the
proof of Theorem B, proving that it is enough to do the case where X = Pn and Y = Am

(these were all just simple point set arguments—be sure you can do them!). We’ll finish this
next time. Read: we are following Shafarevich closely now; please read all these details
there!

Friday October 4. We discussed bihomogeneous polynomials in two sets of variables x
and y. It is easy to check (do it!) that the common zero sets of collections of bi-homogenous
polynomials in the set Pn × Pm form the closed sets of a topology on Pn × Pm. It is also
easy to check that this topology agrees with the one defined last time by glueing together the
affine charts Ui×Uj , or equivalently, by identifying the set Pn×Pm with its image under the
Segre map. Thus all the possible ways of defining a Zariski topology on Pn × Pm produce
the same result. (Of course, it is NOT the product topology.)

We then played with the parameter space of plane conics. We observed that the set of
degenerate conics is is parameterized by a hypersurface of degree 3 in the P5 of all conics–
indeed, its equation is the determinant of the 3×3 matrix of the corresponding bilinear form
to the “general conic” Ax2 +Bxy+Cy2 +Dxz+Eyz+Fz2. We then interpreted what that
”degree three” means for the geometry. A typical line in P5 intersects a degree d hypersurface
in exactly three points (counting multiplicities). Interpreting this moduli-theoretically, it
means that a typical one-parameter linear family of plane conics will intersect the hyper
surface of degenerate conics in exactly three points. That is, it has exactly three degenerate
members. The exception is when the line lies on the hypersursurface—that is, when all the
members are degenerate. A nice example is the set of conics through four (non-collinear)
points, which we saw last time form a line in the parameter space of all conics. If the four
points are in general linear position (no three on a line), it is easy to see that there are exactly
three degenerate members: indeed, there are exactly 3 ways to draw a pair of lines through
4 points. If the four points are in general linear position (no three on a line), it is easy to see
that there are exactly three degenerate members: indeed, there are exactly 3 ways to draw a
pair of lines through 4 points. If three of the points are collinear, we still have a P1 of conics,
but all of them are degenerate! That is, the P1 parametrizing the conics through these four
points lies entirely on the sub variety of degenerate conics. OK. Enough on conics, except
for a quiz monday. Play with the moduli space of conics! Read: Shafarevich 5.1, 5.2. Also
make sure you brush up on any missing 593/594/614 prerequisites: transcendence degree,
krull dimension, integral extension, noether normalization—we’ll be throwing around these
words a lot next week.



Wednesday October 2. We discussed parameter spaces. After some high brow examples,2

we got to business with precise examples. The first example was the parameter space of
hyperplanes in Pn. A hyperplane is given by the vanishing of a linear form (up to scalar
mutliple), so the space of hyperplanes is parametrized by the coefficients of these forms (up
to scalar multiple). That is, it is also an n-dimensional projective space. Indeed, the set of
hyperplanes in P(V ) is naturally P(V ∗). We saw that the subset of hyperplanes through a
fixed point p is a hyperplane in P(V ∗). So the set of hyperplanes through 2 distinct points
is a linear space of codimension two in P(V ∗), and so on (Be sure you see why exactly!).
Likewise, the set of hypersurfaces of degree d in P(V ) is naturally P(SymdV ∗), since each
corresponds uniquely to its equation, which is a degree d form on V , up to scalar multiple.
NOTE: A hypersurface is a slightly more subtle thing than a projective closed set defined
by one homogeneous equation. For example, we consider the hypersurface in P2 defined by
the equation x2 to be different than the hypersurface defined by x, even though they define
the same underlying closed set in P2. Indeed, the hypersurface defined by x is a line. The
hypersurface defined by x2 can be geometrically interpretted as a ”double line”—it is the
line x = 0 “counted twice”.

We studied the space of hypersurfaces of degree 2 in P2 carefully. These are called conics
and include some degenerate conics like line pairs and even double lines. Indeed, the space
of conics is a P5. A point in this space is a conic V(Ax2 +Bxy+Cxz+Dy2 +Eyz+Fz2),
which corresponds to the point [A : B : C : D : E : F ] in this P5. What is really fascinating
about algebraic geometry is that nearly all of the naturally occurring subsets of conics we
might like to study turn out to be algebraic subsets of this P5. For example, the degenerate
conics are a proper closed set (isomorphic to P2×P2), thus in a sense, they are a “really small
subset” of the set of all conics; a ”general” or ”typical” conic is non-degenerate. There are
two types of degenerate conics: pairs of lines (this is the case where the equation of the conic
factors into two linear forms), and the more special situation of double lines where the two
lines are the same (the case where the two linear forms are the same up to scalar multiple).
Again, the special case of double lines is a Zariski closed subset (isomorphic to P2) of the
subvariety of degenerate conics. We showed that the set of conics through a fixed point p
(call it Cp) is a hyperplane (hence a P4) in this P5. Therefore, the set of conics through two
distinct points p and q is a linear space obtained by intersecting two hyperplanes Cp and
Cq, hence a projective space of dimension 3. Also, the set of conics through three distinct
points is a linear space of dimension two. This is true even if the three points lie on one line
although in that case, that set of conics through three collinear points is contained entirely
within the subvariety of of degenerate conics—it is a two dimensional linear subspace of
that four dimensional subvariety. The set of conics through FOUR points is therefore a
one dimensional subspace in the P5 of all conics OR it is the same as the space of conics

21. The moduli space of isomorphism classes smooth projective genus g curves, 2. The Jacobian variety of
isomorphism classes of (degree 0) line bundles on a fixed smooth projective curve, and a higher dimensional
analog, the Picard variety; 3. The Hilbert scheme of projective equivalence classes of subschemes of a fixed
Pn.



through any three of them—this is JUST BABY LINEAR ALGEBRA: the intersection of
a codimension 1 subspace W1 and a codimension three subspace W2 (of any vector space!)
is either codimension two OR W1 ∩W2 = W2. The two cases here correspond to the two
possible geometric configurations: EITHER not all four points are on one line (here the
set of conics through the four points is one dimensional) OR all four points are on a line
(here, the set of conics through all three is THE SAME as the set of conics through any
THREE of them, hence 2-dimensional). FINALLY: we noted the famous fact that five points
determine a unique conic provided no four are on a line and five points determine a unique
non-degenerate conic, provided no three are on a line. Be sure you can verify all this!!
There will be a quiz on it (or related issues) monday. Read: Shafarevich 5.2. Also, you
are starting to get the tools you need to skim around Joe Harris’s book, which has tons of
beautiful examples and intuition. You should start doing this, and thinking about your final
project idea.

Monday September 30. We answered the question: if X and Y are quasi-projective, can
we put a quasi-projective variety structure on the setX×Y ? This is not obvious, for example,
even for P1 × P1, which is certainly not P2 (make sure you see why!). For affine varieties,
you have checked that there is a natural variety structure on the product in Homework set
1—it was not completely trivial however, since it is not given by the product topology. For
abstract varieties, viewing them as covered by open sets, each identified with an irreducible
closed set in affine space, we can define a product variety structure on the products of local
charts Ui×Vj , and then glue these charts together to get a variety structure on X×Y (Make
sure you see why! This is just the same as you would do to prove the product of two smooth
manifolds is a smooth manifold). But can we embed a product of projective spaces into a
projective space? The answer is YES and the construction is very beautiful.

The Segre map σnm : Pn × Pm → Pmn+m+n sends a pair ([X0 : · · · : Xn], [Y0 : · · · : Ym]
to the one-dimenional space spanned by the entries of the matrix [X0, . . . , Xn]tr[Y0, . . . , Ym].
This map identifies Pn × Pm with the (set of one dimensional subspaces of the) set Σnm of
rank one matrices of size (n + 1) × (m + 1). This a clearly a projective algebraic set: it is
defined by the vanishing of the 2×2-subdeterminants of the matrix (zij) in the homogeneous
coordinates of P(k(n+1)×(m+1)). The map σmn gives a bijection between Pn × Pm and Σnm.
Indeed, there are two projections: π1 : Σnm → Pn defined by sending a rank one matrix
to its column space, and π2 : Σnm → Pm sending the matrix to the row space. Be sure
you see why σnm and (π1, π2) are mutually inverse. Using this bijection, we can define the
product variety as Σnm. Or, if we like the “manifold approach,” it is easy to see that Σnm

is isomorphic to the variety we would obtain by glueing up the products of the standard
charts Ui × Vj of Pn and Pm respectively (indeed, that particular chart is isomorphic, under
the restriction of σnm, to the chart Σnm ∩ Uzij of Σnm. We saw that Σnm is a very nice
variety: it is covered by a family of disjoint n-dimensional spaces (parametrized ny Pm)
and likewise by a family of disjoint m-dimensional spaces (parametrized ny Pn), exactly as
one would expect for anything we’d like to call the product of Pn and Pm. For arbitrary
quasi-projective varieties X ⊂ Pn and Y ⊂ Pn, we view the product as quasiprojective by



restricting σmn to X × Y . Read: Shafarevich 5.1, 5.2 on products and on the image of a
closed set, possibly also Invitation for a naive view.

Friday Sept 27. Let X be a (quasi-projective) variety. A map φ : X → Pm is regular if for
all points x ∈ X we can find an open neighborhood U of x such that φ(U) ⊂ Ui (a chart of
Pm and φ|U : U → Ui → km is regular. Recall that U → km being regular means simply
that φ is given coordinate-wise by regular functions on U . As an example, we showed that
if F0, . . . , Fm are homogenous of the same degree in k[x0, . . . , xn], then the map Pn 99K Pm
is regular on the open set X of Pn complementary to V(F0, . . . , Fm). Indeed, we showed
that the open sets UFi = Pn \ V(Fi) cover X , and have image in φ(UFi) ⊂ Ui ⊂ Pm, and φ
restricts to a regular function on each UFi .

Let X be a hyper surface of degree d in Pn. We showed (by very explicit algebra—look at
your notes!) that if we project from a point of Pn not on X to Pn−1, then we get a surjection
regular map πp : X → Pn−1, and that the fiber over each point is a collection of at most d
points on X (exactly d if we count multiplicities correctly). We then defined the Veronese
map of degree d from Pn to Pm where m =

(
n+d
n

)
− 1, and show that its image is a closed

set in Pm isomorphic to Pn! The inverse map was given by projection from some linear
spaces (but possibly different projections for different points in the image). Please read
Shafarevich on Veronese maps, as well as other sources, such as Invitation.

Wednesday Sept 25. Fix a quasi projective variety W in Pn. There is a natural sheaf OW
of regular functions on W . Indeed, if U is open in W , then a function φ : U → k is said
to be regular if it is “locally regular in each chart Ui”—that is, if each restriction φ|U∩Ui is
regular on U ∩Ui. Note that U ∩Ui is can be identified with an open subset of the irreducible
affine algebraic set W ∩ Ui in Ui = kn, so this makes sense. Now, a regular mapping
of quasi projective varieties is essentially a mapping given locally by regular functions in
coordinates. Precisely: A map φ : W → Pn is regular if for all x ∈ W , there is an
open neighborhood U of x in W such that φ(U) ⊂ Ui ⊂ Pn (some affine chart of Pn) and
φ|U : U → Ui = kn is a given by regular functions in the coordinates for kn. We then
discussed many examples. Make sure you can see why each is regular. First, ν2 : P1 → P2

sending [s : t] 7→ [s2 : st : t2]. The image of this map is a conic C = V(xz − y2). Also, the
map π : C → P1 sending [x : y : z] to [x : y] (if x 6= 0) or [y : z] (if z 6= 0) is a regular map.
[Why is this well-defined?] Indeed, ν2 and π are mutually inverse, hence P1 is isomorphic
to the conic C (in the category of algebraic varieties). More generally, the n-th Veronese
embedding of P1 in Pn: νn : P1 → Pn sending [s : t] 7→ [sn : sn−1t : · · · : stn−1 : tn]. Its
image is the “twisted n-ic”, or “rational normal curve of degree n”. [Exercise: Is this also
isomorphic to P1?] Another major class of examples is projection from a point: if p is a
point in Pn and H is a hyperplane such that p /∈ H , the projection from p to H is a regular
map. If we choose coordinates so that p = [0 : · · · : 0 : 1] and H = V(xn), then the map can
be described by [x0 : x1 : · · · : xn] 7→ [x0 : x1 : · · · : xn−1]. It is defined at every point of
Pn except p. Finally, linear changes of coordinates for the vector space V obviously induce
maps P(V ) → P(V ), which are also easily checked to be regular maps. Read: You should



be done reading reviewing all of Shaf §1–4 now. You might also want to read the naive point
of view in ”Invitation”: we are through the first four chapters there too.

Monday Sept 23. We discussed projective algebraic sets and projective varieties (which are
by definition just irreducible projective algebraic sets). If V is a projective algebraic set (va-
riety) in Pn, then in each chart Ui, we have V ∩Ui is an affine algebraic set (irreducible if V
is) in Ui under the standard identification with kn. Explicitly, if V is defined by some homo-
geneous polynomials Fλ(x0, x1, . . . , xn), then v ∩ Ui is defined by the (“dehomogenized”)
polynomials Fλ(x0xi ,

x1
xi
, . . . , 1, xi+1

xi
, xn
xi

) in kn with coordinates x0
xi
, x1
xi
, . . . , 1, xn

xi
. Caution: if

using the notation xj
xi

for a coordinate on the affine chart Ui is confusing, feel free to use tj
instead, but don’t use xj for coordinates on a affine chart! (Why not?)

We computed a detailed example to show that if V is an affine algebraic set in kn, then
it may not be completely trivial to find equations for its closure V in Pn. Actually, what
we did in class was not quite right because I should have taken specific equations (not used
whatever the audience gave me, which by luck, happened to work better than expected in
this case.) So here are the correct details. Go through them! Consider the “twisted cubic”
{(t, t2, t3) | t ∈ k} in k3, which is defined by the two equations x2 − y, z − xy. Viewing k3

as Uw ⊂ P3, we can “homogenize” and get two equations X2 − YW,ZW −XY . The zero
set in P3 of these two equations V(X2−YW,X3−ZW 2) ⊂ P3 is a projective algebraic set
Ṽ whose intersection with Uw is the original curve V—but it is not the closure of V . Indeed,
V(X2 − YW,XY − ZW ) ⊂ P3 has two irreducible components: one is the closure V and
the other is an extra line which is entirely contained in the hyperplane at infinity. To see this,
note that X(ZX − Y 2) = Z(X2 − YW )− Y (XY − ZW ) vanishes on Ṽ , so that

Ṽ = V(X2 − YW,XY − ZW,ZX − Y 2)
⋃

V(X2 − YW,XY − ZW,X) =

V(X2 − YW,XY − ZW,ZX − Y 2)
⋃

V(YW,ZW,X) =

V(X2 − YW,XY − ZW,ZX − Y 2)
⋃

V(X,W )
⋃

V(X, Y, Z) =

V
⋃

V(X,W ),

since the point V(X, Y, Z) lies on V(X2−YW,XY −ZW,ZX −Y 2) already. This shows
that Ṽ has two components—the closure of V and the line V(W,X). You should take a look
at this in the chart Uz as well where you will see the two components (one of which is a line).
Note that if you look inUx (orUw), you won’t see that line (why not?). NOTE: the equations
we started with in class do not produce this phenomena. They do however produce a different
interesting phenomenon illustrating that the homogenenization of elements generating I(V )
do not necessary produce generators for the ideal of the projective closure V of V . See
Invitation §3.3 for a detailed discussion.

We defined quasi-projective varieties: these are irreducible locally closed subsets of Pn.
Put differently, a quasi-projective variety is an irreducible set which is the intersection of
an open set in Pn with a closed set in Pn. As you prove in the homework (it’s easy!): a



quasi-projective variety is the intersection of an open set in Pn with an irreducible projective
algebraic set in Pn. We will show next time that a quasi-projective variety has a natural
sheaf OV of regular functions on it which, if restricted to the Ui, will agree with the regular
functions there. Keep reading Shaf §4. Note: some students took a quiz after class. The rest
of you should expect a quiz too soon!

Friday Sept 20. If V is a vector space over k, then P(V ) denotes the set of one dimensional
subspaces of V . If V is finite dimensional, we can fix a basis and thereby fix an isomorphism
with kn+1; in this case we denote P(V ) = Pnk . Each point p = [a0 : · · · : an] in Pnk lies in
an least one of the “standard affine charts” Ui = {[x0 : · · · : xn]|xi 6= 0}, which we identify
with kn via the map [x0 : · · · : xn] 7→ (x0

xi
, . . . , î, xi+1

xi
, . . . , xn

xi
) (make sure you can write

the inverse map!). A linear space in P(V ) is any set of the form P(W ), where W ⊂ V is a
sub vector space. For example, if W is one dimensional, then P(W ) is a point in P(V ). If
W is two dimensional, then P(W ) is called a line in P(V ); planes, 3-spaces, etc are defined
analogously. Make sure you see why a “line” defined this way is really an actual line in any
chart. We called the xi homogeneous coordinates for Pn even though they are not even
any kind of function on Pn; however, their ratios xi

xj
are functions on Uj , and in fact are

coordinates for that chart. Similarly, a (non-constant) polynomial f ∈ k[x0, . . . , xn] is never
a function on Pn. However, if f is homogeneous, it does make sense to ask whether or not
it is ZERO at a point in Pn. This is because of the lemma: If f is homogenous of degree d,
and t is any non-zero element, then f(tx) = tdf(x). (Prove it!). Put differently, viewed in
kn+1, the zero set of a homogenous polynomial has a “cone-like” quality: if a point x (vector
x) is on V(f), then the entire line through the origin and x (the linear space spanned by x)
is as well. This means there is a natural way to view V(f) as a subset of Pn. We defined
a projective algebraic set as the common zero set, in Pn, of a collection of polynomials.
As you expect (and you will verify it in the homework), it is not hard to check that these
projective algebraic sets form the closed sets of a topology on Pn, the Zariski topology, which
(using the subspace topology in a chart Ui) extends the usual Zariski topology to ”infinity”.
Assignment: Continue mastering the intuition of projective space through discussion with
your colleagues! Read Shaf I §4.1, 4.2, 4.3.

Wednesday Sept 18. We took a quiz. We then talked about the definition and intuition of
projective space Pnk . By definition, this is the set of one-dimensional subspaces in the vector
space kn+1. Please unlearn any topological ideas you might have about the definition: what-
ever you might have seen before is only homeomorphic, when k = R, to projective space. [If
you really insist that a coffee cup is the “the same as” a donut, then algebraic geometry is not
for you–you are a topologist!] We will have genuine algebraic geometry for projective space
Pnk which extends the algebraic geometry for kn by adding “points at infinity”—indeed ex-
actly one point “added at infinity” for each “direction” in kn. We observed that a point in Pn
(ie, one dimensional subspace of kn+1) can be represented by choosing a basis (ie, non-zero
vector in it), say (a0, . . . , an), which is determined uniquely up to non-zero multiple. We thus
represent a point in Pn by the notation [a0 : · · · : an], where [a0 : · · · : an] = [ta0 : · · · : tan]



for all t ∈ k∗. Put differently, there is a surjective map kn+1 \ 0 → Pn sending each point
to the one-dimensional space (line) it spans, allowing us to think of Pn as the quotient set
kn+1 \ 0 modulo the equivalence relation v ≡ w if and only if there exists a non-zero t
such that v = tw. We talked about the “standard charts” for Pn, consisting of those lines
(through 0) which intersected a fixed reference space xi = 1, and saw that Pn is covered by
n+ 1 of these standard charts, each naturally parametrized by kn (make sure you see this!!).
Assignment: Read Chapter 3 in ”invitation.” Continue mastering the intuition of projective
space through discussion with your office mates. Possible questions: do any two lines in P3

meet? What about a line and a plane in P3? If we take a curve in k2 of degree d, how many
points “at infinity” do we expect on that curve in P2? Prove that two lines in kn with the
same direction vector (a1, . . . , an) meet at infinity when we view kn as one of the standard
charts of Pn. In homogenous coordinates, show that they meet at [0 : a1 : · · · : an] if we
embed kn as U0.

Monday Sept 16. We proved the important fact: Fix an irreducible algebraic set V over
an algebraically closed field k. The ring OV (V ) of rational functions regular at every
point of V is precisely k[V ] of restrictions of polynomials functions to V . Of course
the inclusion k[V ] ⊂ OV (V ) is clear; the point was to show that if a rational function φ
has the property that for every point of V we can be represent φ by a fraction f/g where
g(p) is not zero, then in fact φ can be represented by a fraction h/1 where h ∈ k[V ]. The
proof used the Nullstellensatz. We then stated the definition of a sheaf of functions and
noted that OV is a sheaf of functions on an algebraic set (with its Zariski topology). Next,
we considered the open set U = A1 − {0} and noted that OA1(U) = k[t, t−1]. This is a
finitely generated algebra over k (reduced), hence corresponds to a different algebraic set,
for example, V(xy − 1) in A2. What is the relationship between U (with its sheaf OU of
regular functions) and the algebraic set V with its OV ? Note that there is a bijective map
φ : U → V sending t 7→ (t, t−1) whose inverse is (x, y) 7→ x. This is a homeomorphism of
topological spaces, and indeed, it is not hard to check that pull-back induces an isomorphism
of k-algebras for every open setOV (U ′)→ OU(φ−1(U ′)), compatible with restriction. Thus
the map φ identifies not only the topological spaces, but also the sheaves of regular functions
on them: it is an isomorphism of ringed spaces! Indeed, if we enlarge the class of objects
we are studying to include not only algebraic sets, but also open subsets of them, it is clear
that the map φ, which is given by regular functions in the coordinates should be considered
a valid map between objects with a valid inverse: it should be an isomorphism of varieties!
We would like to consider the open set U in A1 as being “the same” as V , then. This leads
to the definition: let (X,OX) be a topological space, together with a sheaf of k-algebras of
functions on X . Then (X,OX) is an affine algebraic variety if there is a homeomorphism
φ : X → V where V is an an irreducible algebraic set with sheaf of regular functions OV ,
which induces under pullback for each open set U ⊂ V , an isomorphism of k-algebras
OV (U) → OX(φ−1(U)) compatible with restriction. More generally, a variety over k = k
is a topological space X with a sheaf of k-algebras of functions OX with the property that
there is a cover of X by open sets U such that (U,OX |U) is an affine variety. [Sometimes



we might want to put some additions axioms on a variety such as quasi-compactness or
separateness as well; more on this later.] For Math 631, we won’t deal much with these
“abstract” varieties—we will soon define projective varieties, which are the main example
of (non-affine) varieties we are interested in. Keep struggling with understanding sheaves
from whatever sources are helpful!

Friday Sept 13. We took a quiz. If you feel you did poorly, please come to office hours
and let’s figure out a way for you to make up the points. Fix an algebraic set V . Assume V
is irreducible, that is, that k[V ] is a domain. The function field on V is the fraction field of
k[V ], denoted k(V ). The elements of k(V ) are called rational functions on V, though they
are not actually functions since they may be undefined at some points. Really, they are just
equivalence classes of pairs of elements in k[V ], represented by “fractions” f/g. An element
φ ∈ k(V ) is regular at p ∈ V if φ can be represented by a fraction f/g where f, g ∈ k[V ] and
g(p) 6= 0. The set of all points at which φ is regular is called the it domain of definition of
φ. We proved that the domain of definition of any rational function is open. It is not always
obvious when a particular rational function is regular. For example, the rational function
φ = x/z is a rational function on the algebraic set V = V(yx − z2) which is obviously
regular at (1, 1, 1). It is also regular at (0, 1, 0), which is not so obvious until we use the
relation xy = z2 on V to rewrite φ as z/y. We defined the sheaf of regular functions on
V to be the sheaf OV which assigns to each non-empty open set U ⊂ V the ring OV (U)
of rational functions on V regular at every point of U . Because the elements of OV (U) are
actual functions, we can check that the usual function addition and multiplication puts a ring
(indeed, a k-algebra) structure on OV (U). If U ⊂ U ′ are open sets in V , then restriction of
the function on U ′ to U induces an obvious k-algebra homomorphism OV (U ′) → OV (U).
So OV is obviously a presheaf on V , and because regularity is a condition that can be
checked locally, it is also a sheaf. Clearly k[V ] ⊂ OV (U) for any open set U . The reverse
inclusion is not obvious: is it possible that given a rational function φ on V , there might
be different representatives for φ as f/g so that for every point p of V there is at least some
expression whose denominator does not vanish at p? Next class we will show that the answer
is NO: k[V ] = OV (V ) for every irreducible algebraic set. Read: Hartshorne or wikipedia
on sheaves—a detailed technical discussion of sheaves will not be done in lecture; you are
expected to learn this on your own. By now, you should have read Shafarevich all of Chapter
1, Sections 2, and 3.1, 3.2.

Wednesday Sept 11. We defined a regular map of algebraic sets V → W as any map
which agrees with (the restriction of) a coordinate-wise polynomial mapping on the ambient
spaces. An isomorphism of algebraic sets is a regular map φ : V → W for which there
exists a regular inverse ψ : W → V (so ψ is also regular and both ψ ◦ φ and φ ◦ ψ are
the identity maps). Every regular map φ : V → W induces a k-algebra homomorphism:
φ∗ : k[W ]→ k[V ] sending a regular function g on W to the composition g ◦φ. [Be sure you
see why φ∗(g) really is a regular function on V , and that φ∗ is a k-algebraic homomorphism!]
The assignment of each algebraic set V to its coordinate ring k[V ] and each regular map φ



to its pullback φ∗ is a contravariant functor from the category of affine algebraic sets (with
regular morphisms) to the category of finitely generated reduced k-algebras (with k-algebra
homomorphisms). Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz can be interpreted as saying that when k = k̄,
this functor is an anti-equivalence of categories. To prove this, we need to first construct for
each algebra R, a corresponding algebraic set whose coordinate ring is (isomorphic to) R;
and second, for each algebra map φ : S → R, we need to construct a regular map of the cor-
responding algebraic sets whose pullback is φ. Given a finitely generated reduced k algebra
R, fix a k-algebra presentation R = k[x1, . . . , xn]/I . Because R is reduced, I is radical. Let
V = V(I) ⊂ kn. Then the coordinate ring of R is isomorphic to k[x1, . . . , xn]/I(V ). By the
Nullstellensatz (when k = k̄), we know that I = I(V(I)) so that we recover R as (isomor-
phic to) the coordinate ring of V . Likewise, what is the regular map induced by a k-algebra
homomorphism f : S → R? If we write S = k[y1, . . . , ym]/I and R = k[x1, . . . , xn]/J ,
then f is described by specifying the images of the generators yi. The map f sends each
generator yi to the equivalence class (modulo J) of some polynomial Hi ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn].
Now consider the polynomial map

kn → km, (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (H1(x), H2(x), . . . , Hm(x)).

Let F be the restiction of this map to V . It is now easy to check (do it!) that the image of
F is in W , so that we can view F as a regular map V → W , and that F ∗ = φ. It is also
easy to see (why), that although the Hi were choices we made, the restriction of Hi to V
does not depend on the choice, so that F is well-defined. Reading: Shafarevich 3.1, 3.2.
Homework will be collected Friday. Expect a 10-minute quiz.

Monday Sept 9. We discussed Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, looking at the example of
algebraic sets in C2, which correspond to the radical ideals in C[x, y]. The points (a, b)
correspond to the maximal ideals (x− a, y − b) of polynomial functions vanishing at (a, b).
[Note: the nullstellensatz guarantees that all maximal ideals of k[x1, . . . , xN ] when k = k̄
have the form (x1 − a1, . . . , xN − aN) (why?) but if k 6= k̄ we can always find maximal
ideals for which this fails (why?).] We saw that the zero ideal corresponds to C2 and the
unit ideal to ∅. By definition, an irreducible curve in C2 is the zero set of an irreducible
polynomial f(x, y)—for example, we drew the cuspidal curve V(y2 − x3). We defined an
irreducible topological space as one which can not be written as a union of two proper
closed subsets, and stated the fact that (even if k is not algebraically closed), an algebraic
set V in kn is irreducible (in the Z-top) if and only if its ideal I(V ) is prime. We then
recalled a very general algebraic fact proved in 614: in any Noetherian commutative ring,
including k[x1, . . . , xn], every radical ideal is the intersection of its (unique, finitely many)
minimal primes. In terms of algebraic sets, this means that every algebraic set V is the
union of finitely many irreducible closed maximal subsets V = V1 ∪ V2 · · · ∪ Vt. These are
the irreducible components of V . [ See Shafarevich §3.1 for a direct proof.] For example, if
I = P∩Qwhere P andQ are the minimal primes of the radical ideal I = I(V ), then V is the
union of the two components V(P ) and V(Q). In C2, for example, (x2−x, (y−3)(x2+x) =



(x)∩(x−1, y−3), so the algebraic set V((x2−x, (y−3)(x2+x)) = V(x)∪V((x−1, y−3),
which is the union of the two components {the y-axis} and {the point (1, 3)}.

Finally, we observed that when k = k̄, and V is a fixed algebraic set, the Nullstellensatz
implies immediately that the Zariski closed sets of V are in one-one correspondence with
the radical ideals of k[V ] where k is the coordinate ring of V . Again, the correspondence is
given by taking a closed subset W of V to the ideal I(W ) ⊂ k[V ] of functions on V which
vanish on V (and conversely, taking an ideal of k[V ] to the common zet set in V of all its
elements). Be sure you see why this is really equivalent to the Nullstellensatz we’ve already
stated for kn, by considering the meaning of the subspace topology and the quotient rings.
Keep reading! Shafarevich 2.1,2.2. 2.3 and 3.1 should be understood! Note 2.3 includes
the definition of a morphism of algebraic sets and the induced map of coordinate rings,
which you need for the homework.

Friday Sept 6. We began by discussing the intuition of the Zariski topology. In R1, only
the finite sets (and the whole set) are closed, so the topology is also called the cofinite or
finite-complement topology. The same is true for any field but of course if the field is finite,
then this is the discrete topology too. Over an infinite field, the (non-empty) open sets of kn

are all huge; for example the Zariski topology on R1 is highly non-Hausdorff. Every Zariski
closed set of Rn or Cn is also closed in the Euclidean topology (prove it!)—that is, the Z-top
is coarser than the Euclidean topology. Points of kn are always closed: (a1, . . . , an) is the
common zero set of the polynomials xi − ai (for i = 1 . . . n).

We then defined the coordinate ring of an algebraic set V in kn as the ring k[V ] of func-
tions on V which agree with (the restrictions of) polynomials on the ambient kn. There is a
natural surjection of k-algebras k[x1, . . . , xn]→ k[V ] sending a polynomial to its restriction
to V . The kernel is the radical ideal I(V ) of all polynomials vanishing at all points of V .
Thus k[V ] ∼= k[x1, . . . , xn]/I(V ) is a reduced finitely generated k-algebra.

The assignment V 7→ I(V ) gives a mapping from the set of algebraic sets in kn to the set
of radical ideals in k[x1, . . . , xn], which is easily seen to be order-reversing. Last time, we
saw that the mapping I 7→ V(I) gives an order reversing mapping in the other direction. We
checked that for any algebraic set V , we have that V(I(V )) = V [be sure you see why this
is practically a tautology!]. Is it possible then that I and V are mutually inverse mappings
giving us an order-reversing bijection between the set of radical ideals in k[x1, . . . , xn]
and algebraic subsets of kn? That is, is it true also that I(V(I)) = I for a radical ideal?
It is easy to check [do it!] that I ⊂ I(V(I)). But strict inequality can hold even if I is
radical! Let I be the principle ideal generated by (x2 + y2) in R[x, y]. Then I is radical
(why?) but I(V(I)) = (x, y) is a much larger ideal. However, a deep theorem of Hilbert’s
says: if k is algebraically closed, and I is any ideal of k[x1, . . . , xn], then I(V(I)) = RadI .
Thus when k = k̄, the mappings V and I give mutually inverse order-reversing bijections
between the set of radical ideals in k[x1, . . . , xn] and the set of algebraic subsets of kn.
Homework: Look over any proof of the Nullstellensatz (or if you are in 614, sit tight, it
is proved there eventually). Eg, pages 42-44 of Milne’s notes, or Section 4.5 of Eisenbud’s
“Commutative algebra with a view towards algebraic geometry.” Be sure you can say why



the Nullstellensatz always fails for any k which is not algebraically closed. Be sure you
know what parts of the ”nullstellensatz correspondence” are easy and why, and where the
difficulty is. Continue reading the relevent sections of Shafarevich. Homework Set 1 is due
Friday.

Wednesday Sept 4. We introduced an algebraic subset of kn, where k is any field.
This is the common zero set, in kn, of any collection of polynomials in k[x, . . . , xn]. We
gave many familiar examples, including “circles”, “hyperbolas,” the cone defined by (the
vanishing of) x2+y2−z2, and an example with two components: V(xz, yz) = V(z)∪V(x, y)
in k3. We proved Hilbert’s Basis Theorem: any such algebraic set is defined, in fact, by
a finite set of polynomials. [More precisely, we reduced the proof to the following algebra
(prerequisite) fact: if R is Noetherian, so is R[x].] We then introduced the Zariski topology
on kn, whose closed sets are the algebraic subsets. Be sure you can prove that this is a
topolgy! Familiarize yourself with the course webpage. Start reading Shafarevich Chapter
I, Sections 2.1, 2.2, and ”Invitation” the first two chapters. Another good source is the 631
notes by retired UM professor Jim Milne, first three sections (click around the internet; you’ll
find them). Get started on the first problem set, due Friday Sept 13. Make sure you can fill
in all details of the first lecture.


